
ABOUT THE CLIENT

We needed global 
consistency to deliver

the compliance message.
To maintain the human factor
and get staff to understand
the importance of compliance
and the consequences
of not complying

The Hikma Pharmaceuticals Story: 
Transforming Learning for Compliance 
and Beyond.

How a fast-growing global pharmaceutical created an 
engaging online compliance training program in 7 languages 
with 100% adoption rate, saving time, money and resources.

Hikma Pharmaceuticals is a fast growing multinational pharmaceuticals group founded in 
1978 in Jordan. It has 29 manufacturing plants, operating across 11 countries and is listed 
on the NASDAQ, Dubai and London Stock Exchange.



DEVELOPING AN ONLINE COMPLIANCE TRAINING PROGRAM
THAT WOULD MAKE A TRANSFORMATIONAL DIFFERENCE

With the UK Bribery Act and other related compliance and corruption laws coming into 
force around 2011, many companies including Hikma Pharmaceuticals needed to 
ensure they were adequately prepared in terms of staff training on relevant 
documentation and procedures around compliance. At that time, Hikma did not have a 
dedicated compliance department. There was little documentation in place and they 
were exhausting energy and resources flying to multiple global locations to ‘train the 
trainer’, often through an interpreter.

As a regulated industry operating across the world, compliance in all areas of the 
business was paramount to ensure adherence to its guiding principles of integrity, 
transparency, dignity and respect. It was therefore essential to ensure employees were 
up to date in all areas of compliance, global and local laws, codes and regulations 
affecting their role and function.

Compliance training up to that point had been more of a ‘tick in the box’ procedure 
aimed to get it off the to-do list, but Hikma wanted much more than that; they wanted 
staff to actually digest and act on information and were prepared to hold people 
accountable to the highest standards of performance in their drive for excellence and 
quality.

“We needed global consistency to deliver the compliance message. To maintain the human 
factor and get staff to understand the importance of compliance and the consequences of 
not complying – both organisationally and personally – would require a change in people’s 
mindset,” says Haya Imam, Group Compliance Officer and HR Specialist at Hikma 
Pharmaceuticals.

To get on board quickly with compliance learning they would need a reliable and 
engaging learning solution in the cloud where they could deposit documentation and 
deliver seamless and co-ordinated training to all their staff worldwide in their own 
language, from work or at home. This would involve a huge transformation.

Because of their

highly regulated markets
TalenTeam was able
to expertly guide us
through the process
and give us the benefit
of their knowledge
of industry’s
best practice

experience in



WORKING WITH AN
IMPLEMENTATION PARTNER
Hikma Pharmaceuticals brought in 
TalenTeam, as part of a bigger 
consortium, as their implementation 
partner thanks to their expertise in 
SuccessFactors and learning 
technology solutions.  With a clear 
picture of how to move forward, 
Hikma worked closely with TalenTeam 
to develop a solution that would be 
rolled out first to the head office in 
Jordan with other countries to follow.

“Because of their experience in highly 
regulated markets TalenTeam was able to 
expertly guide us through the process 
and give us the benefit of their 
knowledge of industry’s best practice,” 
says Imam.

BUILDING AN eLEARNING
SOLUTION FOR ALL
The pilot program consisted of 8 short courses 
covering different topics that users needed to 
learn and then be tested on at the end of each 
section. The sections covered included 
compulsory modules for all employees on areas 
like code of conduct, compliance framework, 
conflicts of interest, as well as modules for more 
senior staff on topics like insider trading and 
dealing with government officials.

The online training program comes in 7 
languages and the content is relevant to every 
function and role within the organisation. Users 
can access the cloud-based online training from 
anywhere – at home, in the office or via a mobile 
device. Using a range of animations, sounds and 
videos, the online training program has a global 
reach and is engaging, catering for a wide range 
of abilities and job functions.

 We now have a
 very comprehensive
compliance program that not
only teaches employees, it tests
their understanding. I didn’t want
staff just ticking a box to say that
they had read it if they hadn’t.
So this is the first time that
people actually have to listen
and they cannot skip pages!
Compliance is a top priority
and we required
100% engagement

OVERCOMING GLOBAL CHALLENGES

Initially the project appeared to be relatively straightforward in terms of staff 
training. The compliance team had produced materials and started a ‘train the 
trainer’ program that was held on site at multiple locations around the globe. In a 
short space of time the team had travelled from Jordan to Cairo, Portugal and USA 
delivering their message. The train the trainer program was delivered to the local 
HR or compliance officer who would then be responsible for rolling out the 
programme to local staff.

In reality, this time-consuming process created a major challenge for the compliance 
team who needed to find a more systemic process to deliver their compliance 
training program. Nailing down the training process and its delivery took some time, 
but Haya Imam and the team eventually scoped out the project and decided to take 
smaller steps for longer term gain.

 “You want everything at the same time. You want the best. You always want to go big 
from the beginning. In the end we decided to take small steps. And from there it grew,” 
says Imam.

The team developed multiple drafts of all the material to ensure the learning 
reflected everyday real-life situations. To achieve this, they held focus groups and 
involved people from different departments to test the drafts which were then 
adapted accordingly.

You want 
everything at

 the same time.
You want the best.
You always want
to go big from
the beginning



IMPACT ON HIKMA PHARMACEUTICALS
Hikma now has a comprehensive compliance training program that teaches 
employees about compliance and tests their understanding. The eLearning 
solution has demonstrated that digital learning can meet the business’ compliancy 
and operational risk reporting requirements and meet employees’ development 
needs in an engaging manner.

“We are so proud of the results. We have created a new benchmark for all the other 
departments in the firm. There is so much more to do in this area and we are excited 
about what is to come”, says Imam.
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THE BENEFITS

100% engagement rates – The initial roll out of the compulsory Code of 
Conduct module was 100%.

While it is too early to quantify the impact of the compliance training program 
as it has not been rolled out fully, the initial results look promising.

A solid foundation – Initial success has provided the compliance team with the 
confidence to roll out the remaining 7 modules.

eLearning is a success – the program is an efficient way to train employees on 
a global scale and will save time, money and energy.

New eLearning tools and methodologies to grow future Learning & Development

LEADING BY EXAMPLE 
Support for the project came from
the highest level in the organisation. 
Hikma Chairman and CEO, Said 
Darwazah, made a video that was sent 
to all employees explaining the 
importance of this project.

Such importance was placed on this 
project that the Hikma board were 
one of the first teams to experience 
the new learning platform and made it 
clear this needed to be taken very 
seriously.

“Support from the top was incredibly 
important to helping us get staff on 
board with our eLearning program,” says 
Imam.
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If your organisation requires an engaging platform to deliver learning materials so 
that you can meet your business goals,  Talk to TalenTeam


